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been that an extensive propaganda on educational and social reform matters has been
carried on in most provinces by local organisations.	_
Tfeere are indications that the Indian women's demands and aspirations to parti-
cipate in the wider social and public activities of the country are everywhere receiving
consideration and the rare opportunities which have been given so far to women on
legislative bodies and local bodies have been used alread y to assist in the removal of
social evils,
position in bengal
Analysing the position of the different provinces the report says :—
ib Bengal, except in the big towns, the position is extremely depressing.    An over-
" *g majority of girls leave school after the first year and soon relapse into igno-
„   In spite of the very large number of girls'  schools only   17  per cent of the
tnClass I reach even Class II.   The girls' primary schools are mainly staffed by
and co-education has been so little resorted to that only 14 per cent of the girls
*jar instruction in institutions are reading in boys* schools.
I® the high and university stages the Hindus have made some progress, but among
*-—medans, who form the majority of the population, the  higher  education of
has scarcely begun.
moslem education
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question of the provision for religious instruction in schools and reservation
or provision for segregate schools for Muhammadans the report says :—It
fe ®Wousthat H the system of primary education is to be rescued from  the waste
fettwiess which afflict it, a great effort has to be made and the  system of
sebools has to be reorganised.   For that purpose it is of the first importance
'~ Aether the relatively ineffective and expensive plan of maintaining segre-
Ma>omedans shall be continued, or whether arrangements for pro-
tb opportunities for religious   instruction   and observance in the
s&all be adopted.   There can be no doubt that if in proryinces where
Aipraf progress of the Mabomedan community is impeded by leligious   diffi-
"lErmBgementsfor religious instruction can be made as wil  induce that
to- se&d its children to ordinary schools, the public system will gain both
»$ eHetericy and much will be done to free the community from   the
reproacb of educational backwardness.
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Is of the fcind that we suggest would obviously be facilitated by an
number of qualified Mahomedan teachers in the ordinary schools and
©£ separate hostels in schools and colleges where boarding accom-
"* scL
say that where the path of educational progress of other commu-
a sfeilar degree by difficulties connected with religious instruction
** *~ feo&e made for Mahomedans should be conceded to those
«%e ferce of the general arguments against a policy of "reser-
-»^^ Ife favour of particular communities or groups or sections of
|«if tes$)edat reservations or preferences inside a public system
^^oci^tk teaanarifr require justification. A fair field and no
s ready assent   Yet in India no one now disputes
jrj £Mwjtt-i*£kfe* classes are to be enabled to start   fair,  some-
*  IS?lftr*e)a^ au& to fcw extent they are treated as favoured
HM, ifffi sost efficient system is the best* appears  to be a self-
aot an absolute kit a relative term ;  it denotes the
an issttotion or a sfstem achieves its aim, and the degree
,™~* ^^^^ to the amount  of effort or
„ of a single school may, perhaps, be
aim, but the efficiency of a public
to a very broad aim. In India, if
k©rt of nation-building will find ready
of education were made

